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Now card tables don’t have to be green. 

 

We have just launched a new range of folding card tables called Moderne. Made by hand in 

our Devon factory they are available in a choice of black or white finished beechwood with 

a woollen baize playing surface in a wide selection of colours. Moderne means customers 

can now match their table to the colour scheme of their lounge. They will appeal 

particularly to those living in contemporary houses and apartments. 

Available direct from our Devon factory these tables can be delivered to customers’ homes 

in the UK, Ireland or continental Europe. Prices start from £295.00.  

Why were card tables always green? 

There are many theories but the most convincing is that they were covered with green 

baize or felt because snooker or pool tables were. Card games once were played illegally 

in rooms with legal pool tables. Game layouts were drawn with chalk on the green felt of 

the tables and could be rubbed away if the cops showed up. Out of tradition, the colour 

was transferred when permanent gaming tables were built. Snooker tables were green to 

replicate the grass the original game was played on. 

Casinos researched colour to discover which would encourage players to stay longer. As 

the hue at the centre of the spectrum, green is both easy on the eyes and naturally 

restoring to the mind. As a wanderer lost in the desert, seeing a lush, green patch of land 

would be both refreshing and reassuring. Those are the perfect feelings for playing more 

and more blackjack! 

For those of us who want to play with friends or family at home there’s no need to stick to 

green. With Pelissier you can choose your favourite colour! 
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